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D          D/A          D          D/A
I know it stinks when you're out of sync when you feel hot

D          D/A          A7/C#          A7          A7/C#          A7          A7/C#          A7
pink while the world is grey Yeah I know the deal some times you feel like a mo rey eel

A7/C#          A7          D          D/A          D          D/A          D          D/A
_ In a world of snakes or'like a kangaroo among caribous or'like fresh to-
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fu amongst T-bone steaks But what makes you different makes you
great So just be you... you... Ev-ery bo dy's do'in their own thing too

So just be you... you... you know what to do kid just be you

"Woo OK, second verse, ready? Yeah!" Some kids might feel just like a... queen
but they might look just like a king but hey kid just be what you wanna be.

coz' each different bird's got a song to sing n'I'm proud of you, you're special it's true

you should hold your head high each day at school 'cause what makes you
different makes you cool So just be you just be you
You're the only one who knows how to just be you. So just be you.

Well, you might feel like you wanna ride your bike while the other kids...

Wanna look at the clouds. And you might not dress just like the rest...
but whatever you wear, you should wear it proud.

'cos you are beautiful yeah it's true, n'you should do

what you're born to do

say it again kid Just be you!